In honour of Professor L. J . Mordell 1 . When a system of sets covers a space, the star number of the covering is the supremum over the sets of the system of the cardinals of the numbers of sets of the system meeting a set of the system . The standard Lebesgue 'brick-laying' construction provides an example, for each positive integer n, of a lattice covering of R" by closed rectangular parallelepipeds with star number 2"T'-1 . In view of the results of dimension theory, it is natural to conjecture that any covering of R" by closed sets of uniformly bounded diameter has star number at least 2"-1 ; -1 ; and this has been proved by V . Boltyanskii [1] in the special case n = 2 . In this paper we consider only coverings of R" by translates of a fixed convex body. We first give a simple proof (the idea of which comes from the work of Minkowski and Voronoi) of THEOREM 1 . The star number of a lattice covering of R" by translates of a closed symmetrical convex body is at least 2`1 -1 .
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Then we consider the problem of constructing coverings of R" by translates of a given closed convex body K with as small a star number as possible . By a minor modification of method we used in [2] we prove THEOREM 2 . Provided n is sufficiently large, if K is a closed convex body in Rn with difference body DK, there is a covering of R" by translates of K with star number less than
Here the ratio of the volumes V (DK)/V (K) is at most ( n ), in general, and is equal to 2" if K is symmetric .
We can neither prove that general coverings by translates of a closed convex body must have a large star number, nor show that lattice coverings (Mil be constructed wit Ii reasonably small star number . Indeed we can do neither of these two things in the special case of coverings by spheres . • , w,,) satisfying Let GH be the set of points covered by H or more sets of the system N, g"') .
and let a(OH ) denote the Volume of G" (. . Then, as ill [2] , the mean value of (S ((TH) over all choices of X, , 'P21 X,V in C is w~( log .til(S(GH)) < -nlogn-nloglogn--nlogl6-log 2, provided n is sufficiently large .
Also, as in [2] , if n is sufficiently large and the mean value of the density of the set E', of points belonging to no set of the system
(1-2q)K+xi+g (1 < i < N, yEA) satisfies log .t(S(Eo)) < -nlogn----nloglogn-nlogl6-log2 .
So we can choose x" x2f . . ., xv in C so that
Just as in [2] it follows that the system of sets
(1) (1-?7)K+xi+g (1 < i < N, gEA) covers the whole of space, and that no point of space belongs to H of the sets
(1-,j)DK+xi+g (1 < i < N, gEA) .
It follows immediately that the star number of the covering (1) is at most H < ((DKK) {nlogn+nloglogn+4n+1} .
We remark that it is easy to arrange, in addition, that the density of the covering is at most nlogn+nloglogn+4n, and that no point of space is covered more than e (nlogn+ nloglogn+ 4n) times .
We also note that the covering of space that we have constructed by using the sets (1) has the property that, if a is any vector, then the set (1-71)K+ a meets at most H <V( D) ) {nlogn+nloglogn+4n+1} of the sets of the system (1) . This is nearly best possible, since a simple averaging argument shows, that if a system of convex sets K+ a. , i -= 1, 2, . .
covers space and has density S, then there is a point a such that K+ a meets at least V(DK) V(K) sets of the system .
